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Magnetoresistance from quantum
interference effects in ferromagnets

Tom22 is a multifunctional organizer
of the mitochondrial preprotein
translocase

N. Manyala, Y. Sidis, J. F. DiTusa, G. Aeppli, D. P. Young & Z. Fisk

Nature 404, 581±584 (2000).
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Our attention has been drawn to an earlier report1 on the zero-®eld
resistivity of ferrimagnetic amorphous ®lms containing mixtures of
gadolinium with cobalt and iron. This paper mentions the possible
relevance of electron±electron interactions to the low-temperature
properties of such ®lms, and displays the Al'tshuler±Aronov
equation2 for the zero-®eld temperature dependence of the resistivity of a disordered conductor. To understand the magnetoresistance data in our Letter, which deals with a crystalline
semiconductor that undergoes a transition from insulating paramagnet to metallic magnet, a useful theoretical guidance comes
from the earlier paper of Millis and Lee3, which contains explicit
formulae for the ®eld-dependent resistance.
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In this paper, part of the labelling of Fig. 3 was printed incorrectly.
The half-tones of Fig. 3a should have been labelled from left to right:
Anti-Tom22 (lanes 1 and 2); Anti-Tom40 (lanes 3 and 4); AntiTom20 (lanes 5 and 6); Anti-Tom70 (lanes 7 and 8). In addition, the
axes of the ordinates of Fig. 3b should have been labelled from
top to bottom: Co-precipitated Tom20; Co-precipitated Tom22;
Co-precipitated Tom70.
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The contrast of Fig. 1a was too low to see all of the protein bands.
Figure 1a should have appeared as below.
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In Fig. 3, panel f was inadvertently duplicated in panel d. The correct
Fig. 3d is shown below.
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The desire to maximize the sensitivity of read/write heads (and
thus the information density) of magnetic storage devices has
stimulated interest in the discovery and design of new magnetic
materials exhibiting magnetoresistance. Recent discoveries
include the `colossal' magnetoresistance in the manganites1±4
and the enhanced magnetoresistance in low-carrier-density ferromagnets4±6. An important feature of these systems is that the
electrons involved in electrical conduction are different from
those responsible for the magnetism. The latter are localized
² Present address: Laboratoire L'eon Brillouin, CEA-CNRS, CE Saclay, 91191 Gif-Sur-Yvette, France.
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and act as scattering sites for the mobile electrons, and it is the
®eld tuning of the scattering strength that ultimately gives rise to
the observed magnetoresistance. Here we argue that magnetoresistance can arise by a different mechanism in certain ferromagnetsÐquantum interference effects rather than simple
scattering. The ferromagnets in question are disordered, lowcarrier-density magnets where the same electrons are responsible
for both the magnetic properties and electrical conduction. The
resulting magnetoresistance is positive (that is, the resistance
increases in response to an applied magnetic ®eld) and only
weakly temperature-dependent below the Curie point.
The oxides of manganese that are known to have high magnetoresistance are derived from chemical doping of insulators that are
also magnetically ordered. Thus, the local moments that are ordered
in the doped materials already exist in the insulator, with the result
that, to a ®rst approximation, metallicity and magnetism are
independent properties6. The electrical resistance is reduced when
there is less scattering of the conduction electrons by the spins of the
localized electrons. To the extent that an external ®eld reduces the
disorder among the local spins, the scattering will be reduced,
resulting in a negative magnetoresistance. When searching for
different mechanisms for magnetoresistance, we need to consider
compounds where the insulating parent is non-magnetic. In addition, the parent should have strong electron±electron interactions
so that magnetism appears readily upon doping. Insulators which
satisfy this criterion are referred to as strongly correlated, or Kondo
insulators7. A particularly simple Kondo insulator is FeSi, which has
attracted attention for over 30 years because of its anomalous
temperature-dependent electrical, optical and magnetic properties7±11. Previous investigations reveal a metal±insulator transition
with either Al substitution for Si (hole doping) or Co substitution
for Fe (electron doping) at the level of 1% (refs 12 and 13). The
transition is very similar to that found in classic semiconductors
such as phosphorus-doped silicon or antimony-doped germanium,
except that the effective masses of the holes (electrons) are much
larger. FeSi is isostructural (cubic B-20) and continuously miscible
with the classic metallic ferromagnet MnSi (see, for example, ref. 14)
and the diamagnetic metal CoSi (ref. 8); it is therefore possible to
control the carrier signÐpositive (holes) for substitution of Mn for
Fe and negative (electrons) for substitution of CoÐand the density
throughout a magnetically interesting phase diagram, shown in
Fig. 1. Modest (20%) dilution of Mn by Fe destroys the ferromagnetism of MnSi while retaining metallicity. In contrast, the
alloy Fe1-yCoySi is remarkable in that although the two end
members (y = 0) and (y = 1) are both non-magnetic, it is magnetic
for almost all intermediate compositions8,15,16,17. This is the alloy that
displays unusual magnetoresistance, clearly distinguishable from
that found in more ordinary magnets such as MnSi.
Our samples were either polycrystalline pellets or small single
crystals grown from Sb and Sn ¯uxes. We produced polycrystalline
samples from high purity starting materials by arc melting in an
argon atmosphere. To improve homogeneity, the Fe1-yCoySi
(Fe1-xMnxSi) samples were annealed for 24 hours at 1,200 8C (four
days at 1,000 8C) in evacuated quartz ampoules. Powder X-ray
spectra showed all samples to be single phase with a lattice constant
that is linearly dependent on Co and Mn concentration. The
linearity demonstrates that Co or Mn successfully replaces Fe over
the entire concentration range (0 < x < 1; 0 < y < 1). Energy
dispersive X-ray microanalysis yielded results consistent with the
nominal concentrations. The Hall effect data establish the sign and
density of the carriers in our samples and demonstrate a systematic
increase in carrier density (n) proportional to the Co and Mn
concentration at small x and y. They clearly show the existence of a
metallic state in the concentration range studied (0.03 < x < 1; 0.05
< y < 0.30), with only a small variation of n with temperature (T).
In particular, n does not appear to change as the Curie temperature
(TC) is traversed.
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Figure 1 summarizes the low-®eld measurements of the resistivity
(r) and magnetization (M) throughout the alloy series. Figure 1a
shows that the generic behaviour is metallic (increasing conductivity with decreasing T) except in a narrow sliver of temperature±
composition space around pure, insulating FeSi. Figure 1b, displaying M measured at 1 T, shows how spin order, with Curie
temperatures of 50 K and below, is found in two distinct regions
of the phase diagram. It is surprising that substitution of MnÐwith
its great tendency towards magnetism, as demonstrated by the order
found in the end member, MnSiÐyields behaviour not very
different from substitution of Al for Si (ref. 12). Thus, at low
doping, Mn is like Al, in that it inserts holes into the valence band of
FeSi. That the outcome is largely independent of the site used to
introduce holes represents a great and unexpected simpli®cation of
the physics of FeSi and its derivatives. Figure 1c gives the saturation
magnetizations (PS) in the ordered states. The result is that the
polarization rises in nearly linear fashion with low Co concentration, with a constant of proportionality which is 1 6 0.12 mB per Co
ion18. Because the Hall effect yields one electron per Co ion in the
same regime, it seems that we have a fully spin-polarized electron
gas. In contrast, in the weak itinerant ferromagnet MnSi, we see a
substantially reduced moment of 0.43 6 0.05 mB per Mn ion.
We now discuss our main result: a new type of magnetoresistance
in the metallic magnets found on the Co-doped side of the phase
diagram. Figure 2a and c show temperature-dependent resistivities
measured in various external ®elds for Fe0.8Co0.2Si, where TC = 35 K,

Figure 1 Phase diagram of Fe1-xMnxSi and Fe1-yCoySi. a, Conductivity j versus
temperature and concentration. b, Magnetization M at 1 T versus temperature and
concentration. White line represents the Curie temperature in zero ®eld. c, Spontaneous
magnetization (Ps) as determined from the saturated value of the magnetization at high
magnetic ®eld versus concentration. FU, formula unit. Light-blue line represents
behaviour at 1 mB per Co ion. The electrical conductivity was measured on rectangular
samples with thin platinum wires attached with silver paste. We collected transverse and
longitudinal magnetoresistance and Hall effect data at 19 Hz using lock-in techniques.
Magnetization measurements were made between 1.7 and 400 K in ®elds from -5.0 to
5.0 T in a SQUID magnetometer and from 0 to 32 T in a vibrating reed magnetometer at
the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory. Technically all of the magnetic materials
investigated in our experiments are helimagnets: ferromagnets with long-period helical
spin structure. However, in these materials the carrier mean free-paths are much shorter
than the helix period15,28. Therefore, for the purposes of discussing the carrier transport,
they are essentially ferromagnetic and are referred to as such.
582

as well as for MnSi, with a similar TC of 30 K, whereas Fig. 2b and d
show the corresponding magnetoresistance ratios Dr/r. The differences between the compounds are striking. The MnSi data display
the temperature dependence expected for an itinerant
ferromagnet14. Near TC, dr/dT has a peak, due to carrier scattering
from spin ¯uctuations8,19. A magnetic ®eld (H) suppresses the
scattering, resulting in the magnetoresistance19 shown in Fig. 2d:
(r (T,H) - r (T,0))/r (T,0). A strong negative magnetoresistance
(over 20%) occurs only around TC (ref. 20). Our Fe1-yCoySi samples
display a zero-®eld r an order of magnitude larger than that of the
MnSi sample, but it becomes comparable when multiplied by the
number of carriers. The difference between MnSi and Fe1-yCoySi is
that r increases continuously with T below TC (ref. 15). Furthermore, a magnetic ®eld does not suppress the increase, but instead
enhances it, not only near TC but for all T , TC. Thus, the
magnetoresistance in Fe1-yCoySi is positive; and, although it turns
on near TC as well as showing a small peak there, its existence is not
tied to the magnetic critical ¯uctuations found near the Curie point.
The magnetoresistance shown in Fig. 2b can be as large as 7% near
TC and falls off gradually below this temperature. The effect is
enhanced as n is decreased, growing with proximity to the metal±
insulator transition with our 10% sample having the largest magnetoresistance (10% at 4 K and 5 T).
Figure 3 shows the ®eld dependence of r and M for Fe0.85Co0.15Si
at a variety of temperatures. As T is reduced below TC = 25 K, the
magnetization varies almost discontinuously with H near 0, exactly
as expected for this nearly ferromagnetic helimagnet (see Fig. 1
legend). At the lowest T, the saturation value of M is approached
almost immediately for H . 0 and H , 0. The magnetoresistance
ratio Dr/r does not behave analogously: it grows with H at a rate
weakly dependent on T. So, in contrast to what occurs for essentially
all magnetoresistive materials ranging from MnSi to the many
oxides of manganese, the magnetization M is very far from being
the dominant controlling factor of r. Even so, it is clear that M does
have a role to play for small H: above TC where M is a smooth

Figure 2 Temperature dependence. a±d, The resistivity r (a, c) and magnetoresistance
Dr /r (b, d) for crystalline Fe0.8Co0.2Si (a, b) and polycrystalline MnSi (c, d) versus
temperature. Magnetic ®elds are given in the ®gure.
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asymptote roughly proportional to H1/2.
Has behaviour of the type shown in Fig. 4a and b been seen
before? In classic paramagnetic materials, theory has predicted and
exhaustive experiments have shown that near the metal±insulator
transition the Coulomb interactions between carriers are enhanced
by the diffusive nature of the transport24±26. The enhancement
results from the ®nite probability of two carriers interacting more
than once within a phase-breaking scattering time24. The scattering
amplitudes interfere coherently, leading to an increased Coulomb
coupling and a square-root singularity in the electronic density-ofstates at the Fermi energy. The resulting s(H, T), which measures
the energy-dependent density-of-states either thermally or by the
Zeeman effect, has H1/2 (for T = 0) and T1/2 dependences24,25. Our
experiments on FeSi1-zAlz have demonstrated that such electron±
electron interaction effects dominate the low T transport12. For
comparison we have included in Fig. 4a and b our data for
FeSi0.95Al0.05 and Fe0.92Mn0.08Si which have similar n and j, but
remain paramagnetic at low T. We can see that the T dependence for
the two samples is similar. Indeed, for H = 9 T, a ®eld chosen to be
well above that required to saturate M up to high temperatures in
Fe1-yCoySi, the prefactors of the T1/2 term are within 30% of each
other for the very different dopants. The ®eld dependences are also
similar approaching asymptotes proportional to H1/2, although the
amplitudes of the asymptotes are more diverse, but still remain
within factors of three of each other for the different dopants.
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(linear) function of H, the magnetoresistance is a parabolic function
of H, whereas below TC, when M(H) appears to be singular near H = 0,
the magnetoresistance acquires a cusp-like minimum near H = 0.
Mechanisms for the unusual magnetoresistance in Fe1-yCoySi can
involve grain boundaries, orbital effects, or electron spins in the
bulk of the material. Because we ®nd positive and weakly temperature-dependent magnetoresistance of comparable magnitude in our
single crystals, grain boundaries are unlikely to play any role21.
Furthermore, the similarity of longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistance (Fig. 3a) make orbital effects, which would contribute
in the transverse but not the longitudinal geometry, a minor
contributor to the magnetoresistance (see, for example, ref. 22;
ref. 23).
This leaves coupling to the bulk electron spins as the most likely
cause of the anomalous magnetoresistance. Figure 4a and b suggests
aspects of the microscopic origin of the observations. First, the
conductivity (j = 1/r) is T- and H-dependent down to the lowest
temperatures measured (200 mK). Furthermore, j is well described
by a T1/2 dependence, whereas for large H, j(H,T) approaches an
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Figure 3 Field dependence of magnetoresistance and magnetization. a, Longitudinal and
transverse magnetoresistance of Fe0.85Co0.15Si at various temperatures. b, Magnetization
of Fe0.85Co0.15Si at various temperatures. Inset, history dependence of the magnetization
showing a small hysteresis upon increasing the ®eld from zero. The sample was initially
cooled to 5.0 K in zero ®eld and the magnetization was measured at positive increasing
®elds and then cycled through negative ®elds to zero. At low H and low T the longitudinal
magnetoresistance is negative, probably as a result of the anomalous magnetoresistance
common to ferromagnets22. This magnetoresistance results from strong spin-orbit
coupling in much the same way as the anomalous Hall effect does and is dependent on
the orientation between M and the current density, J. After subtraction of this low-®eld
anisotropic magnetoresistance there are only slight differences between the transverse
and longitudinal magnetoresistance. Thus, we conclude that there is little contamination
of our data from an ordinary Lorentz magnetoresistance which is anisotropic and
dependent on the orientation of J and B (ref. 22). The symmetry of our magnetoresistance
data about H = 0 shows that there is negligible contamination from the (asymmetric) Hall
effect.
NATURE | VOL 404 | 6 APRIL 2000 | www.nature.com

Figure 4 Magnetotransport. a, Magnetoconductivity of Fe0.9Co0.1Si (red circle),
FeSi0.95Al0.05 (blue triangle) and Fe0.92Mn0.08Si (green square). Change in conductivity,
Dj = j(H, T ) - j(H, 0) with j(H, 0) determined from ®ts of the data to a T 1/2 dependence),
versus T 1/2 at H = 9 T. j(0,0) = 1,910 Q-1 cm-1 for Fe0.9Co0.1Si, 1,260 Q-1 cm-1 for
FeSi0.95Al0.05 and 1,540 Q-1 cm-1 for Fe0.92Mn0.08Si. b, Dj = j(H, T ) - j(0,T ) versus H1/2
at T = 0.25 K. Symbols represent the same samples as in a. c, Scaling plot of the
conductivity (j - j0)/T 1/2 versus Heff/T for Fe0.7Co0.3Si, with Heff taken as H + aM and with
j0 and a determined by the best scaling of all our T- and H-dependent data. The data
shown include temperature sweeps at constant ®elds of 0 (0.2±100 K, teal circle), 0.8 T
(2±100 K, light-blue ®lled circle), 3 T (2±100 K, dark-blue forward arrow) and 5 T (2±100
K, green upright cross). Also shown are constant-temperature ®eld sweeps at
temperatures of 0.3 K (0±9 T, dark-blue square), 1.2 K (0±32 T, black backward arrow),
1.5 K (0±9 T, purple dotted circle), 4 K (0±32 T, orange diamond), 5 K (0±5 T, yellowgreen asterisk), 15 K (0±5 T, yellow cross) and 30 K (0±5 T, violet triangle, and 0±32 T,
red inverted triangle). Light-blue dashed line represents a ®t to the data for Heff/T , 0.25
in the form: a  b H eff =T 2. Solid red line represents a ®t to the data for Heff/T . 0.25 in
the form: c + d(Heff/T )1/2. Inset, red line and dashed light-blue line represent the same ®ts
as in the main part of the ®gure. The dashed purple line represents the zero Heff
conductivity in our model. Light-blue asterisk represents j0, the zero-temperature, zeromagnetic-®eld value of the conductivity determined from the scaling of the data.
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Given the similarities between the data for paramagnetic Al- and
Mn-doped FeSi and ferromagnetic Fe1-yCoySi, and because the
parameters found in the detailed comparison between theory and
experiment for FeSi1-zAlz are reasonable, we propose that the lowtemperature magnetotransport in Fe1-yCoySi is due to electron±
electron interactions enhanced by disorder. The proposal is
phenomenological, so that its success in describing the data does
not exclude underlying physical explanations different from ours.
The standard theory for paramagnetic disordered metals usefully
encapsulates j(H, T) by j 2 j0 =T 1=2  f gmB H=kB T where f(x) is
a scaling function whose limiting form is x2 for x p 1 and x1/2 for
x q 1 (refs 24 and 25). Because Fe1-yCoySi is, to our knowledge, the
®rst ordered ferromagnet for which the T1/2 and H1/2 terms are
present, no theory is available for ferromagnets. Even so, it seems
reasonable to believe that the main difference between paramagnets
and ferromagnets is simply that for the ferromagnet, in addition to
the external ®eld, there is a large spontaneous ®eld due to the
ordered moment. Thus, the effective ®eld is really Heff = H + aM
(where a is a constant) rather than H alone. We then imagine that
for the ferromagnet, we should simply insert Heff where H appears in
the expressions for j(H, T) derived for disordered paramagnets with
electron±electron interactions27.
We have checked whether the scaling theory, posited for the
paramagnets and generalized by the replacement of H by Heff, works
for ferromagnetic Fe1-yCoySi. Figure 4c shows the outcome, where
we have plotted all of our temperature- and ®eld-dependent data
below 100 K for the x = 0.30 sample in the form (j - j0) / T1/2 versus
Heff / T with a = 1,900 and j0 = 4,400 Q-1 cm-1 chosen to minimize
the difference of the data from a piecewise linear form. Note that j0
represents the zero-Heff, zero-T conductivity shown in the inset to
Fig. 4c. The data scale well and result in a (Heff /T)2 form for Heff /T
, 0.25 T K-1 (dashed blue line) and a (Heff/T)1/2 form for Heff/T .
0.25 T K-1 (solid red line). The data for the y = 0.1, 0.15 and 0.20
samples scale equally well. The inset to Fig. 4c shows the H = 0 and
5 T conductivity of the y = 0.30 sample, along with the simple
asymptotes extracted from the scaling analysis of the main part of
Fig. 4, with Heff calculated using the bulk magnetometry data. We
conclude from the quality of both the scaling and the ®ts that,
outside of small low-®eld effects, the ®eld and T-dependent conductivity up to 100 K appears entirely determined by a square-root
singularity in the density-of-states probably associated with
enhanced electron±electron interactions in a disordered low n
ferromagnet. Until now, such E1/2 terms have been deemed relevant
only at ultra-low temperatures (, 1 K). Thus, our discovery of a
positive magnetoresistance not only shows a new mechanism for
magnetoresistance in ferromagnets, but also demonstrates the
relevance of quantum interference effects to electrical properties
measured well outside the sub-Kelvin domain of low-temperature
physics.
M
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Following the discovery by Kao and Hockman1±3 that ultra-lowloss optical ®bres could be made from pure silica through the
elimination of impurities, the ability to guide signals effectively at
optical wavelengths has been assured. But there remains an
important region of the spectrumÐfrom 30 to 3,000 GHz (the
millimetre±submillimetre band)Ðwhere low-loss waveguides
are unknown. The main problem here in ®nding low-loss solids
is no longer one of eliminating impurities, but is due to the
presence of intrinsic vibration absorption bands4±6. And the use of
highly conducting materials is also precluded owing to high skindepth losses7,8 in this part of the spectrum. Here we show that a
combination of material and waveguide geometry can circumvent
these dif®culties. We adopt a ribbon-like structure with an aspect
ratio of 10:1, fabricated from ceramic alumina (Coors' 998
Alumina), and the resulting waveguide has an attenuation factor
of less than 10 dB km-1 in the millimetre±submillimetre band.
This attenuation is more than 100 times smaller than that of a
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Table 3 Stochastic forecasts of combined sex life expectancy at birth (eo),
compared with official forecasts
2000

2020

2050

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Forecast

Central

Range

Central

Range

Central

Range

S
O
S
O
S
O
S
O
S
O
S
O
S
O

78.83
78.72
79.04
78.80
77.16
77.25
78.94
78.40
81.47
80.76
77.50
77.75
76.56
76.70

1.24
0.72
2.71
1.30
3.07
1.50
3.28
1.35
2.07
0.00
2.85
1.45
1.73
0.35

81.64
80.31
82.51
81.85
79.71
80.15
82.20
81.15
86.01
82.12
80.13
80.75
79.25
78.50

2.23
2.23
4.98
3.85
4.75
4.20
5.31
4.05
3.20
0.00
5.50
4.00
3.30
2.55

85.26
81.67
87.01
83.50
83.12
81.50
86.26
82.50
90.91
82.95
83.79
82.50
82.91
80.45

2.78
3.55
6.15
5.50
5.97
5.75
6.38
5.75
3.27
0.00
7.47
6.00
4.35
5.00

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Canada
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
UK
US

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Official forecasts have ‘high’, ‘medium’, and ‘low’ variants, except that there is only one official
forecast for Japan23. For France, Germany, Italy and the UK, mortality forecasts are those published
by Eurostat (Data Shop Eurostat, Luxembourg)24; For Canada, the forecasts follow assumptions of
the Canadian Pension Plan25,26. S, stochastic forecast: central (50%), range (95–5%). O, official
forecast: central (medium), range (high–low).

where z . 0, and et is a series of independent normal stochastic
disturbances. This model has been used earlier to forecast
mortality13 and population21 for the US. In countries other than
Japan, age-specific mortality over age 85 is estimated using a model
schedule7,17.
The rate of decline z (Table 2, first row) is in the range of 0.3 to 0.5
per year in the US, Canada and the European countries, and is
highest in Japan at about 0.8 per year. Note that exponential decline
at a constant rate implies that the absolute annual decrement in
mortality will diminish over time so that, for example, the rate of
decline of life expectancy will also diminish over time. There is
substantial short-term variability in the annual rates of decline
(Table 2, second row).
Our forecasts advance from a launch date using the stochastic
model to generate a probability distribution of forecast values in
each year. Figure 2 exemplifies the difference between our stochastic
forecasts of e0 and official forecasts based on scenarios. For example,
the median (50th percentile of probability) stochastic forecast for
France is about 3.5 yr higher in 2050 than the central official
forecast. Comparisons for all countries (Table 3) show stochastic
median forecasts in 2050 that are higher than official ones by an
astounding 8 yr for Japan, to a relatively low 1.3 yr for the UK.
Official forecasts may be strongly influenced by short-term slowdowns in mortality change or by conservative expert opinion7,12. To
see why this matters, note that a 1-yr difference in e0 corresponds to
a difference of over 5% in the dependency ratio (population over 65
divided by population ages 20–64; we use the life-table ratio here, a
good approximation for the G7). The dependency ratio is a useful
direct index of the costs of ageing, so we project median dependency
ratios, and thus costs of ageing, higher by between 6 and 40% than
do official forecasts. Beyond 2050, this forecast divergence would
increase, because virtually all official scenarios assume that mortality decline will eventually slow (or stop)22. Figure 2 and Table 3
also display differences in forecast uncertainty, which provides a
measure of demographic and policy risk. Uncertainty grows much
more quickly in the stochastic forecast, but by 2050, official ‘high’
and ‘low’ patterns spread over about the same range.
Our forecasts have large implications for the financing of public
programs of old-age support and pensions, as well as private and
public health insurance. In the US, for example, the finances of
Social Security and medical care for the elderly will be driven by the
ageing of the baby boom in the next two decades, but the longer
term finances will turn on the sustained increase in human life span.
The demographic forecasts that shape policy analyses related to oldage support should reflect the regularity of mortality change that we
describe.
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The vomeronasal organ (VNO) is a chemoreceptive organ that is
thought to transduce pheromones into electrical responses that
regulate sexual, hormonal and reproductive function in mammals1–5. The characteristics of pheromone signal detection by
vomeronasal neurons remain unclear3,5. Here we use a mouse
VNO slice preparation to show that six putative pheromones
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evoke excitatory responses in single vomeronasal neurons, leading to action potential generation and elevated calcium entry. The
detection threshold for some of these chemicals is remarkably low,
near 10−11 M, placing these neurons among the most sensitive
chemodetectors in mammals. Using confocal calcium imaging, we
map the epithelial representation of the pheromones to show that
each of the ligands activates a unique, nonoverlapping subset of
vomeronasal neurons located in apical zones of the epithelium.
These neurons show highly selective tuning properties and their
tuning curves do not broaden with increasing concentrations of
ligand, unlike those of receptor neurons in the main olfactory
epithelium. These findings provide a basis for understanding
chemical signals that regulate mammalian communication and
sexual behaviour.
We investigated six structurally diverse ligands that have pheromonal activity in recipient female mice: 2,5-dimethylpyrazine,
2-sec-butyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole, 2,3-dehydro-exo-brevicomin, a
mixture of E,E-a-farnesene and E-b-farnesene (referred to as
farnesene), 2-heptanone, and 6-hydroxy-6-methyl-3-heptanone
(Table 1). Each ligand is involved in diverse chemosignalling
functions including oestrus induction or synchronization and
puberty delay or acceleration (Table 1)6–10. First, we used an intact
VNO preparation to record extracellular field potentials from the
microvillous surface of the sensory epithelium. These field poten-

Figure 1 Pheromone-induced excitatory electrical responses in VNO. a, Negative field
potentials in intact VNO and their dose-dependency produced by 500-ms pulses of
increasing concentrations of farnesene. Ligands were focally applied to the microvillous
surface of the sensory epithelium by a multi-barrelled stimulation pipette. b, Infrared–
differential interference contrast micrograph showing VNO tissue slice. Individual VN
somata are clearly visible. P, patch electrode. Scale bar, 10 mm. c, Trains of
extracellularly recorded, action-potential-driven, capacitive currents produced by bath
application of 2-sec-butyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole, farnesene or 6-hydroxy-6-methyl-3heptanone (all at 10−7 M). Each response was from a different VN using the approach
shown in b. Pipette potential was 0 mV. Arrowheads, start of bath application (duration,
1–3 s). d, Analysis of the rate of spontaneous and stimulus-induced impulse discharges
in a VN. Binwidth, 5 s. The same stimulus (farnesene, 10−7 M) was applied four times to
show the repeatability of the responses. The level of spontaneous activity was low
compared with stimulus-induced discharges. Although there is a slight decrease in the
responses to stimulus three and four, it remains to be seen whether this is due to
adaptation.
NATURE | VOL 405 | 15 JUNE 2000 | www.nature.com

tials, the electro-vomeronasogram (EVG), register summed local
activities of vomeronasal neurons (VNs) and provide a measure of
electrical responses to the ligands. Brief pulse-like applications of
farnesene evoked negative field potentials in a concentrationdependent manner in the VNO of female mice (Fig. 1a). Only
very low concentrations of farnesene, ranging from 10−11 to 10−10 M,
were required to evoke a threshold response (Fig. 1a). Similar
responses, but with different thresholds (10−11 –10−8 M), were
evoked by the remaining ligands (Table 1).
Because all six compounds produced negative deflections in the
EVG response, we inferred that they generate ionic currents causing
membrane depolarization leading to impulse generation in single
VNs. To test this, we developed a VNO slice preparation11 and used
infrared videomicroscopy and extracellular loose-patch recordings
to register activity from optically identified VNs (Fig. 1b). The
probability of evoking stimulus-induced responses from a randomly selected VN was low. Of 52 VNs that were challenged
sequentially with each of the six ligands, only three exhibited a
chemoresponse and none responded to more than one compound.
The responses consisted of a transient increase in impulse frequency
(Fig. 1c, d). This indicates that VNs may be sharply tuned to specific

Figure 2 Pheromone-induced Ca2+ elevations in single VNs. a, Confocal fluorescence
image (grey scale, acquired at rest) of a VNO slice loaded with fluo-4/AM showing ,50 VN
somata. Scale bar, 10 mm. b, Confocal fluorescence image acquired at rest
(pseudocolour scale) showing subcellular structures of VNs such as single dendrites
(arrows) projecting to the lumen (L) ending in knob-like swellings. Optical section was
,3 mm thick. Scale bar, 10 mm. c, Waveform of somatic Ca2+ transient of a single VN
evoked by bath-applied 2-heptanone (10−7 M). The response was reversibly abolished by
lowering the Ca2+ concentration in the bath solution to 0.6 mM. d, Comparison of the time
course of a farnesene-induced Ca2+ response (10−8 M) between knob dendrite of the
same VN. e, Dose-dependency and reproducibility of farnesene-induced Ca2+ elevations
measured in a single VN. f–h, Plots showing the dose-dependency of stimulus-induced
peak Ca2+ responses of 17 different VNs. Each neuron responded either to farnesene,
2-heptanone or 2,5 dimethylpyrazine.
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Figure 3 Spatial representation of functional, pheromone-induced activity in VNO.
a, Pseudocolour image of the relative increase in stimulus-induced Ca2+-dependent
fluorescence (ratio between the peak fluorescence before and after stimulation, DF/F )
produced by bath-applied 2-heptanone (10−7 M), revealing nine activated VNs. Box in
inset, position of the imaged region within the coronal VNO slice. Scale bar, 50 mm.
b, c, Reconstructed VN response maps (DF/F Ca2+ images digitally superimposed
onto a transmitted light image of the same slice) for 2-heptanone (10−7 M) and
2,5-dimethylpyrazine (10−7 M), showing that VNs activated by each of the two ligands

(black dots) were interspersed within the apical zone of the sensory epithelium (SE).
V, vein. L, lumen. Scale bar, 100 mm. d–f, Concentration-independence of VN response
maps. Successive stimulation using increasing concentrations of 2-heptanone (10−7 M,
10−5 M and 10−3 M) evoked an identical activity pattern consisting of four active VNs
(arrows). Scale bar, 50 mm. g, the region delimited by the white box was plotted at higher
magnification (transmitted light and fluorescence images) to show that the location of the
fluorescence signals matched the location of single VNs. Scale bar, 10 mm.

pheromones such that only a small percentage of VNs respond to a
given chemical. If so, recordings from one neuron at a time would
be an impractical strategy for a systematic analysis of VN
chemoresponsivity.
We therefore devised an optical imaging approach by which the
responses of hundreds of VNs could be detected simultaneously.
In olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) of the main olfactory
epithelium (MOE), odours induce a transient rise in intracellular
Ca2+, owing to the opening of Ca2+-permeable transduction
channels12–14. Given that pheromones caused strong excitation, we
hypothesized that VNs, too, would generate a Ca2+ elevation
following chemostimulation. To test this, we loaded VNO slices
with the Ca2+ indicator fluo-4/AM and used confocal microscopy to
image them at cellular and subcellular resolution (Fig. 2a, b).
Almost all VNs responded to extracellular application of KCl
(60 mM) with a transient increase in Ca2+ (not shown). Spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations, which are often seen in developing VNs
(results not shown), were not detected in older VNO slices. When
we tested each of the six putative pheromones, all produced robust
and reproducible increases in Ca2+ (measured at the soma) in a
subset of VNs (Fig. 2c–g, see also Figs 3 and 4). The duration of
these somatic Ca2+ responses were similar and, in some cases,
shorter than odour-induced Ca2+ transients in ORNs13,14,24. Removal
of extracellular Ca2+ eliminated the responses in a reversible
manner, providing evidence that they were triggered primarily by
Ca2+ entry into the cells (Fig. 2c, n ¼ 3). As in ORNs14, Ca2+

responses were initiated at the distal end of the dendrite following
chemostimulation, suggesting that they are a consequence of
transduction events in the microvilli (Fig. 2d, n ¼ 6).
To investigate whether the low thresholds observed in the EVG
responses are due to unusually high sensitivity of individual VNs, we
analysed stimulus–response relationships of single VNs (Fig. 2f–h).
Each stimulus–response curve was derived from a single VN
responding either to farnesene (Fig. 2f, n ¼ 5), 2-heptanone
(Fig. 2g, n ¼ 7) or 2,5-dimethylpyrazine (Fig. 2h, n ¼ 5). These
curves allow several important inferences about the mechanisms of
chemosensory coding in the VNO. First, single VNs have very low
activation thresholds, near 10−11 M for farnesene and 2-heptanone,
showing that VNs are remarkably sensitive to specific chemicals.
The curves obtained with 2,5-dimethylpyrazine were further to the
right, indicating that there are significant differences in sensitivity
among VNs. Second, the responses saturate over about 2–3 orders
of magnitude of ligand concentration, showing that VNs can encode
stimulus intensity over a given concentration range. Third, VNs
responding to the same chemical exhibit almost identical stimulus–
response curves. Therefore, each of the cells responding to a given
ligand may express a pheromone receptor with the same or very
similar binding affinities.
To map the spatial organization of neurons responding to the
same pheromone, we imaged larger regions of VNO slices while
maintaining an optical resolution sufficient to detect responses in
single VNs. Figure 3a shows a spatial pattern of neuronal activation
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Table 1 Structure, origin and function of prospective pheromones used
Name

Chemical structure

Origin

Possible chemosignalling function
in female mice

Detection threshold
EVG response

Female urine

Puberty delay6

10−8 –10−7 M

2-sec-butyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole

Male bladder urine

Oestrus synchronization7
Puberty acceleration8

10−10 –10−9 M

2,3-dehydro-exo-brevicomin

Male bladder urine

Oestrus synchronization7
Puberty acceleration8

10−10 –10−9 M

a- and b-farnesenes

Male preputial gland

Puberty acceleration8

10−11 –10−10 M

2-heptanone

Female or male urine

Oestrus extension9

10−11 –10−10 M

Male bladder urine

Puberty acceleration10

10−8 –10−7 M

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2,5-dimethylpyrazine

6-hydroxy-6-methyl-3-heptanone

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
EVG responses were measured as in Fig. 1a. Each detection threshold range is based on field potential measurements from at least three different mice at multiple locations on the VNO luminal surface.

following chemostimulation, revealing nine activated VNs within
the imaged region. We then reconstructed ‘VNO activation maps’
for two of the chemicals, 2-heptanone and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine, by
obtaining chemoresponse images for entire epithelial slices and
digitally superimposing the responses onto a transmitted light

Figure 4 Chemoselectivity of VNs. a, VN activation map produced by successive
stimulation with each of the six ligands listed in b (colour coded, each at 10−6 M). Each
ligand activated a unique, nonoverlapping subset of VNs. Inset, low-power transmitted
light image of the VNO slice; black box, imaged area. Scale bar, 50 mm. b, Summary of
the tuning profiles of 47 VNs (out of ,1,600 imaged VNs) responding to the six ligands.
For each VN, the magnitude of the Ca2+ response was plotted as a percentage of the
maximal response to a given chemical. Dark grey, 100%; white 0%. Without exception,
VNs responded to only one of the pheromones tested. Thus, computed tuning curves were
identical for all VNs that responded to the same pheromone. c, Two structural analogues
of 2-sec-butyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole, isobutyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole and methyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole, were unable to evoke a Ca2+ response in VNs (each tested at 10−6 M). This
result was confirmed with EVG recordings using 70-fold higher concentrations of the two
analogues (not shown).
NATURE | VOL 405 | 15 JUNE 2000 | www.nature.com

image of the same slice (Fig. 3b, c; n ¼ 7). Three conclusions can
be drawn from this analysis. First, a given chemical is detected by
only a small percentage (0.2–3%) of all VNs (see also Fig. 4b). These
values are strikingly similar to the percentage of cells that express the
same putative pheromone receptor gene15–18. Second, VNs activated
by a given chemical are widely distributed in the epithelium with no
significant difference between dorsal and ventral areas of the VNO.
Analysis of several sections through the entire VNO revealed that
activated VNs are randomly distributed along the anterior–posterior axis (not shown). This distribution of activated VNs is very
similar to that previously seen for pheromone receptor gene
expression15–18. Third, VNs activated by any of the six chemicals
were preferentially localized to the apical one-third of the sensory
epithelium. Previous studies have shown that VNs in this apical
zone express the G protein Gai2 (refs 19, 20) and one family of
putative pheromone receptors (V1Rs)15. Therefore, activation of
VNs by the ligands we have examined may be restricted to Gai2- and
V1R-positive cells.
Olfactory receptor neurons in the MOE are relatively broadly
tuned to odours; each cell is sensitive to a different, but overlapping,
set of odours and their tuning curves become less specific as odour
concentration is increased. Thus, ORNs with the lowest threshold
for a given odorant are activated first, and the less sensitive ones are
recruited at higher concentrations, giving rise to a combinatorial
coding scheme21–25. We conducted two types of experiment to
determine whether VNs employ such a combinatorial coding
mechanism. First, we analysed the spatial patterns of VN activation
as a function of stimulus concentration. Successive stimulations
using increasing concentrations of 2-heptanone, from 10−7 M to
10−3 M, evoked an identical activity pattern consisting of four active
VNs in the imaged region (Fig. 3d–j, n ¼ 3). Other experiments
using increasing doses of farnesene and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine gave
the same result (n ¼ 5), indicating that VNO activation maps are
concentration-invariant.
Because a concentration-independent activation pattern may
indicate that VNs use an unusually narrow tuning profile for
stimulus discrimination, we next determined the chemoselectivity
of VNs. Responses to successive stimulation with each of the six
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compounds were mapped (Fig. 4a). Each pheromone activated an
unique, non-overlapping, subset of VNs. We imaged around 1,600
VNs (in different slices from three mice) of which 47 cells responded
to one of the six stimuli (Fig. 4b). In no case did a given VN respond
to more than one of the six pheromones at any concentration tested.
Sensitivity profiles were not only narrowly tuned but were identical
for all VNs responding to the same pheromone (Fig. 4b). To
investigate the tuning specificity of VNs further, we used two
biologically inactive analogues6 of 2-sec-butyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole:
isobutyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole and methyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole.
None of the cells that were prefentially tuned for 2-sec-butyl-4,5dihydrothiazole responded to the two analogues (Fig. 4c, n ¼ 7).
Furthermore, of about 1,300 imaged VNs with unknown tuning
properties, none responded to the two analogues.
By combining electrophysiological and optical imaging techniques in VNO epithelial slices, we have systematically analysed
responses to isolated pheromones in mammalian VNs. Our study
establishes mouse VNs as ultrasensitive and highly selective pheromone detectors. The results indicate that the principles for
processing of chemical information in the mammalian VNO may
differ significantly from the combinatorial coding scheme used by
the MOE21–25. Mammalian VNs appear to be tuned to recognize
only one or perhaps very few pheromonal components, thus
resembling the narrowly tuned pheromone-detecting neurons of
insects25. With the ability to visualize pheromonal functional
activity in the VNO in combination with genetic manipulation27,28
we can begin to decipher the logic of mammalian pheromonal
M
communication.

Methods
Tissue preparation
Female 30–60-day-old CD-1 mice were used for all experiments. For the EVG recordings
from intact VNO, animals were decapitated, following anaesthesia, and the vomer bone
capsule surrounding the VNO opened. The cavernous tissue was then removed to gain
access to the luminal surface of the sensory epithelium. The tissue was superfused
continuously at 23 8C with oxygenated saline (95% O2/5% CO2; solution A) containing (in
mM): 120 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 5 KCl, 5 BES (N,N-bis[2-hydroxyethyl]-2-aminoethansulphonic acid), 1 MgSO4, 1 CaCl2, 10 glucose. For all other experiments, the dissected
VNO was embedded in agarose, placed in ice-cold solution A, and coronal slices (250 mm)
were prepared using a vibratome. After sectioning, slices were kept in solution A at 23 8C
for up to 5 hours. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma unless otherwise stated.

Electrophysiology
Field potentials were recorded using glass pipettes (resistance 1–3 MQ; tips filled with
solution B in 1.5% agar) that were connected by an Ag/AgCl wire to a differential amplifier
(DP-301, Warner Instruments). Solution B consisted of (in mM): 145 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10
Hepes, 1 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, adjusted to pH 7.3 (NaOH) and 300 mOsm (glucose). A second
Ag/AgCl wire connected to an agar bridge served as an indifferent electrode. The output
signal was digitized, low-pass-filtered (8-pole Bessel; corner frequency 60 Hz), and
analysed on-line using Pulse software (Heka Electronics). Action-potential-driven
capacitive currents were recorded using patch pipettes filled with solution B (seal
resistance ,80 MQ) connected to an EPC-9 patch clamp amplifier (sample rate 150 ms
per point).

Confocal Ca2+ imaging
Intracellular Ca2+ was monitored with fluo-4/AM (10 mM, Molecular Probes) using a BioRAD MRC-1024 confocal laser system (on Olympus BX60 microscope; 10×, 20× or 40×
water immersion objectives). Optical sections were ,9 mm thick unless otherwise stated.
Images were acquired at 0.4 Hz (ref. 29) and analysed using NIH Image 1.63 and Igor pro
software (Wavemetrics). An estimate of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration in VN somata
using calibration methods described previously29 revealed resting values of 30–120 nM.
Maximal somatic fluorescence changes (DF/F) caused by chemostimulation were ,50%,
corresponding to a change in Ca2+ concentration of ,550 nM assuming a Kd value of
345 nM. Saturation would produce a relative increase of ,80–110%. These high values
were usually not reached in our experiments, ruling out the possibility that dye saturation
was a significant problem.

Synthetic 4,5-dihydrothiazoles, 2,3-dehydro-exo-brevicomin, and 6-hydroxy-6-methyl-3heptanone were prepared as described10,26,30, and diluted to final concentrations using
solution B. Farnesene (Bedoukian Research), 2-heptanone (Fluka) and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine (Aldrich) were prepared in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) and diluted to the final
concentration using solution B. Final DMSO concentrations (,0.1%) had no effect on
impulse discharges or Ca2+ concentrations.
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Mitochondrial preproteins are imported by a multisubunit translocase of the outer membrane (TOM), including receptor proteins
and a general import pore1±5. The central receptor Tom22 binds
preproteins through both its cytosolic domain and its intermembrane space domain6±10 and is stably associated with the channel
protein Tom40 (refs 11±13). Here we report the unexpected
observation that a yeast strain can survive without Tom22,
although it is strongly reduced in growth and the import of
mitochondrial proteins. Tom22 is a multifunctional protein that
is required for the higher-level organization of the TOM machinery. In the absence of Tom22, the translocase dissociates into core
complexes, representing the basic import units, but lacks a tight
control of channel gating. The single membrane anchor of Tom22
is required for a stable interaction between the core complexes,
whereas its cytosolic domain serves as docking point for the
peripheral receptors Tom20 and Tom70. Thus a preprotein
translocase can combine receptor functions with distinct organizing
roles in a multidomain protein.
Only two Tom proteins, Tom22 and Tom40, have been shown to
be essential for cell viability6,14,15, as determined by a standard assay,
namely disruption of one chromosomal copy of a gene in a diploid
strain of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, followed by sporulation
and analysis to determine whether the resulting haploid cells lacking
the gene can grow16. Similarly, a sheltered disruption of TOM22 in
Neurospora crassa indicated that Tom22 is essential for cell
viability17. In a second approach using S. cerevisiae, we investigated
whether TOM22 could be deleted directly from haploid cells by a
one-step disruption, but no viable cells lacking TOM22 were
obtained. In a third approach, a diploid yeast strain (OL551) lacking
the TOM22 coding region in one of its chromosomal copies received
a plasmid containing TOM22 and the URA3 marker. After sporulation, haploid cells containing the chromosomal disruption of
TOM22 were selected, all of which carried the TOM22±URA3
NATURE | VOL 401 | 30 SEPTEMBER 1999 | www.nature.com

plasmid. By adding 5-¯uoroorotic acid (5-FOA), we found that
cells (OL201) were selected that had lost the URA3±TOM22
plasmid and seemed to lack TOM22.
To exclude the possibility that only the URA3 marker was
inactivated while the TOM22 gene was still present in OL201, we
performed analytical polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with primers ¯anking the TOM22 gene. OL201 contained only the disrupted gene (Fig. 1a, lane 3), the control haploid strain OL223
contained the wild-type TOM22 gene (Fig. 1a, lane 2), and the
diploid strain contained both the wild-type gene and the disrupted
gene (Fig. 1a, lane 1). The absence of the TOM22 coding region in
OL201 was con®rmed by Southern blot analysis, and northern blot
analysis revealed the complete lack of TOM22 messenger RNA (not
shown). We conclude that the OL201 strain lacks the TOM22 gene,
and so we now refer to it as tom22¢. The tom22¢ cells were devoid
of mitochondrial DNA (rho0). The control haploid strain (OL223)
was converted to the rho0 state (referred to as wild type with regard
to TOM22). On fermentable medium, the growth of tom22¢ cells
was about fourfold slower than that of OL223 cells.
The frequency of spontaneous loss of the URA3 plasmid from a
control strain was about 0.1, whereas the frequency for obtaining
OL201 was ,0.02. This indicates that around 20% of the cells could
survive the loss of TOM22. Moreover, a backcross of OL201 with the
wild-type haploid also failed to provide evidence for a rapid
generation of extragenic suppressor mutations to explain the
viability of tom22¢ cells. The analysis of more than 90 tetrads
revealed a 2:2 segregation of viability, and all viable spores contained
the wild-type TOM22 gene, indicating that tom22¢ spores cannot
germinate productively. The strong growth defects of tom22¢ cells
provide a likely explanation of why the cells did not survive two
standard procedures for gene deletion, leading to the previous
assumption that Tom22 is essential for viability. Only the mild
approach involving plasmid loss allowed viable tom22¢ cells to be
recovered.

Figure 1 A yeast strain lacking TOM22. a, Analytical PCR yielding fragments typical for
the intact TOM22 gene (409 base pairs (bp); WT, wild type) and the HIS3-disrupted
TOM22 gene (1,1101 bp; tom22¢). b, c, Analysis of the protein composition of tom22¢
mitochondria. Isolated mitochondria (25 mg of protein) were separated by SDS±PAGE and
analysed by immunodecoration. In b, lanes 3 and 4 received 200 mg of mitochondrial
protein.
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Mitochondria were isolated from tom22¢ cells and the corresponding wild type. Immunodecoration demonstrated that the
tom22¢ mitochondria completely lacked Tom22 (Fig. 1b, lane 2).
No smaller fragments reacting with a polyclonal anti-Tom22 serum
were detected, even after extensive loading of the gel (Fig. 1b, lane
4). The amount of Tom20 in tom22¢ mitochondria was reduced to
about 65% of that in the wild type (Fig. 1c, lane 2). All other
proteins tested were found in similar amounts in wild-type and
mutant mitochondria, including Tom70, Tom40 and Tom5 of the
outer membrane (Fig. 1c, lanes 1 and 2), Tim23, Tim22 and the
ADP/ATP carrier (AAC) of the inner membrane, the b-subunit of
the F1-ATPase (F1b) and the matrix chaperonin Hsp60 (Fig. 1c,
lanes 3 and 4).
To assay the protein import capacity of tom22¢ mitochondria, in
vitro-synthesized 35S-labelled preproteins were incubated with the
isolated mitochondria (Fig. 2a±c). Preproteins containing cleavable
presequences were used that were destined for the intermembrane
space (cytochrome b2; not shown), the matrix side of the inner
membrane (F1b) or the matrix (the a-subunit of the matrix
processing peptidase and a fusion protein between the presequence
of Fo-ATPase subunit 9 and dihydrofolate reductase). Non-cleavable
precursors of AAC and the outer-membrane protein porin were also
used. We found that tom22¢ mitochondria were able to import
preproteins, but with a strongly reduced ef®ciency of around 5±
15% compared with the wild-type mitochondria (Fig. 2a, b,
compare lanes 5±7 with 1±3; Fig. 2c, compare lanes 7±11 with 1±

5). The import into or across the inner membrane of tom22¢
mitochondria was blocked by dissipation of the membrane potential (Fig. 2a, b, lanes 8; Fig. 2c, lane 12). By re-expression of Tom22
from a plasmid carrying the TOM22 gene, protein import was
largely restored (Fig. 2b, lanes 9±11), demonstrating that the strong
effects on protein import were speci®c to the loss of Tom22
(reduction of Tom20 content would only slightly inhibit the
import of cleavable preproteins to around 80% of that of the
wild-type18).
To monitor the association of preproteins with Tom proteins, we
used an AAC±DHFR fusion protein. Addition of methotrexate
stabilizes the carboxy-terminal DHFR so it does not cross the
outer membrane19, leading to the arrest of AAC±DHFR in the
TOM machinery. When the cross-linking reagent ethylene glycol
bis-(succinimidylsuccinate) (EGS) was added, Tom proteins in the
vicinity of the preprotein were identi®ed by immunoprecipitation
under stringent conditions. The ef®ciency of crosslinking of AAC±
DHFR to the ®rst receptor Tom70 was similar in wild-type and
tom22¢ mitochondria (Fig. 2d, lanes 1 and 6), indicating that the
lack of Tom22 did not impair the initial binding of the preprotein to
the mitochondrial surface. However, crosslinking of AAC±DHFR to
Tom40 was strongly reduced in tom22¢ mitochondria (Fig. 2d, lane
7), indicating that transfer of the preprotein into the import pore
was inhibited. Crosslinking to the second receptor Tom20 was also
reduced (Fig. 2d, lane 8), indicating that the lack of Tom22 may
impair the transfer of preprotein from Tom70 to Tom20. Antibodies

Figure 2 Inhibition of preprotein import into tom22¢ mitochondria. a, 35S-labelled
preproteins were imported into isolated wild-type or tom22¢ mitochondria in the
presence or absence of a membrane potential (Dw). After treatment with proteinase K, the
reisolated mitochondria were subjected to SDS±PAGE and storage phosphorimaging
technology. b, Restoration of protein import by re-expressing Tom22, including
mitochondria isolated from a tom22¢ strain (lanes 9±12). Restoration of protein import
was comparable if Tom22 was re-expressed from either a multicopy vector (Yep13) or a
single-copy vector (pRS415). p, i, m indicate precursor-, intermediate- and mature-sized
forms of a protein, respectively. c, Import and assembly of AAC are inhibited. Assembly to
the dimeric form was assessed by blue native PAGE. d, Crosslinking of AAC. AAC±DHFR
was accumulated across the outer membrane in the presence of methotrexate. Reisolated
mitochondria were crosslinked with EGS and analysed by immunoprecipitation. e, Bypass
import into tom22¢ mitochondria. Where indicated, mitochondria were pretreated with
trypsin (tryp.) before the import of F1b. Protein import into non-trypsinized wild-type
mitochondria after 60 min was set to 100% (control).

Figure 3 Tom22 as a docking point for Tom20 and Tom70. a, The lack of Tom22 inhibits
the association of Tom20 and Tom70 with Tom40 (GIP). Digitonin-lysed wild-type and
tom22¢ mitochondria were co-immunoprecipitated with antibodies against Tom22,
Tom40, Tom20 or Tom70. The co-precipitated proteins were separated by SDS±PAGE
and immunodecorated with antibodies against Tom40, Tom22 and Tom20. Precipitated
Tom20 and Tom40 were quanti®ed and the ratio of tom22¢ to wild type is shown.
b, Interaction of the cytosolic domain of Tom22 with those of Tom20 and Tom70. The
puri®ed domains were mixed pairwise, followed by co-precipitation with antibodies
against Tom20, Tom22, Tom70 or preimmune antibodies. The amount of direct
precipitation of each domain with its genuine antibody was set to 1 (normalized units).
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against the abundant porin did not precipitate crosslinking products of AAC±DHFR (Fig. 2d, lanes 5 and 10), con®rming the
speci®city of the approach.
We investigated whether the peripheral receptors Tom70 and
Tom20 partly substitute for the lacking receptor function of Tom22.
Pretreatment of mitochondria with trypsin removes the cytosolic
domains of all receptors and protein import is reduced in wild-type
mitochondria to around 30% (bypass import)18,19 (Fig. 2e). With
tom22¢ mitochondria, however, trypsin pretreatment only slightly
affected the residual import (Fig. 2e). This result surprisingly
indicates that, without Tom22, preprotein import may be largely
independent of the typical receptor proteins, leaving the trypsinresistant Tom5 as the only binding site for preproteins before
insertion into the general import pore (GIP)20.

Figure 4 Lack of Tom22 causes dissociation of the 400K GIP complex. a, Dissociation to a
100K complex and restoration by re-expression of Tom22. Mitochondria were isolated
from wild-type yeast (rho+), wild-type (rho0), tom22¢ and a tom22¢ strain re-expressing
Tom22. Samples were lysed in digitonin, subjected to blue native PAGE and
immunodecorated with anti-Tom40. b, Tom40, Tom7, Tom6 and Tom5 are in the 100K
complex. tom22¢ mitochondria were lysed in digitonin, then separated by blue native
PAGE and SDS±PAGE. Immunodecoration used anti-Tom40 and anti-Tom5. 35S-labelled
Tom7, Tom6 and Tom5 were imported into tom22¢ mitochondria and analysed by twodimensional PAGE and autoradiography. c, The membrane-spanning segment of Tom22
is required to stabilize the 400K GIP complex. Mitochondria were isolated from wild-type
yeast, the tom22-2 strain expressing Tom22 without its intermembrane space (IMS)
domain, and the tom22¢ strain. Mitochondria were treated with or without proteinase k,
lysed in digitonin and analysed by blue native PAGE. Cyt, cytosolic side; OM, outer
membrane. d, Accumulation of preprotein in the 100K subcomplex of tom22¢
mitochondria. 35S-labelled AAC±DHFR was precincubated with methotrexate and
imported into wild-type and tom22¢ mitochondria. Mitochondria were lysed in digitonin
and analysed by blue native PAGE and autoradiography (lanes 1 and 2). For lanes 3 and 4,
digitonin-lysed mitochondria were analysed by blue native PAGE and immunodecoration
for Tom40. e, Tom40 is present as a dimer in the 100K complex. 35S-labelled Tom7,
Tom6 and Tom5 were imported into tom22¢ mitochondria. Mitochondria were lysed with
Triton X-100 (lanes 2±5) or digitonin (lane 1) and separated by blue native PAGE. Analysis
was by immunodecoration for Tom40 (lanes 1 and 2) or autoradiography (lanes 3±5).
Asterisk, position of small Toms close to the front of the gel.
NATURE | VOL 401 | 30 SEPTEMBER 1999 | www.nature.com

It is possible that Tom22 is required for the docking of Tom20 and
Tom70 to the GIP complex. The peripheral association of Tom20
and Tom70 with the GIP complex (Tom40) can be assayed by coimmunoprecipitation experiments under mild conditions18,21,22.
Antibodies against Tom40 co-precipitated Tom20 from wild-type
mitochondrial lysates, but not from tom22¢ mitochondria (Fig. 3a,
lanes 3 and 4, column 10). Similarly, anti-Tom20 did not precipitate
Tom40 from tom22¢ mitochondria (Fig. 3a, lane 6, column 11).
Moreover, the precipitation of Tom40 with anti-Tom70 was blocked
with tom22¢ mitochondria (Fig. 3a, lane 8, column 13). The
speci®city of the co-immunoprecipitation approach is underscored
by the lack of precipitation of Tom40 or Tom20 by anti-Tom22 from
tom22¢ mitochondria (Fig. 3a, lane 2). When TOM22 is reexpressed in the tom22¢ strain, the association of Tom20 and
Tom70 with Tom40 was restored to wild-type levels (not shown).
Thus, the lack of Tom22 strongly reduces the interaction of the
receptors Tom20 and Tom70 with the GIP.
To determine whether Tom22 directly interacts with Tom20 or
Tom70, we assayed the interaction between the expressed and
puri®ed cytosolic domains of the receptors10. The cytosolic domains
of Tom20 and Tom22 were mixed and subjected to co-immunoprecipitation. Tom20 was co-precipitated with anti-Tom22 (Fig. 3b,
column 1), whereas no co-precipitation was observed with preimmune serum (Fig. 3b, column 2) or when Tom22 was omitted
from the incubation (not shown). Moreover, Tom22 was coprecipitated with anti-Tom20 (Fig. 3b, column 5). Similarly,
Tom22 and Tom70 could be co-precipitated (Fig. 3b, columns 7
and 11). However, when Tom20 and Tom70 were mixed, only weak
co-precipitation was observed (Fig. 3b, columns 3 and 9), demonstrating the selectivity of the association with Tom22. The previously reported transient interactions between Tom20 and Tom70

Figure 5 Increased open probability of the import channel of tom22¢ mitochondria.
a, Current traces from a bilayer fused with wild-type or tom22¢ outer-membrane vesicles
at a membrane potential of 0 mV. Bottom traces show time-scale-expanded current
recordings from the top traces with high time resolution (10 kHz). b, Current traces (as in
a) after adding 10 mM CoxIV(1±23) to the cis compartment. c, Current±voltage relation
(without presequence peptide) of the fully open single channel (squares) and the most
frequent subconductance level (circles).
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are apparently less stable and involve smaller fractions of the
proteins23 so they were not detected by our co-precipitation
approach. We conclude that the puri®ed cytosolic domain of
Tom22 can associate with the cytosolic domains of Tom20 and
Tom70.
In wild-type mitochondria, Tom22, Tom40 and the three small
proteins Tom5, Tom6 and Tom7 form the centre of the TOM
machinery, the GIP complex of relative molecular mass 400,000
(Mr 400K) that remains stable on blue native electrophoresis, while
the peripheral subunits Tom20 and Tom70 are mainly released13,20.
This complex was also observed in mitochondria from a rho0 strain
(Fig. 4a, lanes 1 and 2). With tom22¢ mitochondria, however, the
400K GIP complex, detected with anti-Tom40, completely dissociated to a complex of ,100K (Fig. 4a, lane 3). Mitochondria
isolated from the tom22¢ strain re-expressing Tom22 from a
plasmid contained a large GIP complex (Fig. 4a, lane 4), demonstrating that the dissociation of the GIP complex was selectively
caused by the lack of Tom22. By two-dimensional electrophoresis of
tom22¢ mitochondria and subsequent immunodecoration, Tom40
and Tom5 were quantitatively found in the 100K complex (Fig. 4b,
top). The preproteins of Tom7 and Tom6, for which speci®c
antibodies are not available, were synthesized and 35S-labelled in
vitro and imported into the mitochondria. The bulk of Tom7 and
Tom6 migrated at the 100K position (Fig. 4b, bottom), but a small
amount of Tom6 was not assembled, as similarly observed with in
vitro imported Tom5 (Fig. 4b, bottom)13. We conclude that the lack
of Tom22 causes dissociation of the GIP complex to a 100K complex
containing Tom40, Tom7, Tom6 and Tom5.
We then wondered which part of Tom22 is required for the
integrity of the 400K GIP complex. Treatment of wild-type mitochondria with protease removed the cytosolic domains of the
Tom22 molecules in the GIP complex, causing a shift of the GIP
complex to ,350K but not to 100K (Fig. 4c, lane 2)13. The GIP
complex of tom22-2 mutant mitochondria, lacking the Tom22
intermembrane space domain9, preferentially migrated as a large
complex (Fig. 4c, lane 3). When we removed both domains by
treating tom22-2 mitochondria with protease, we still observed a
large GIP complex and very little 100K complex (Fig. 4c, lane 4). We
conclude that neither the cytosolic domain nor the intermembrane
space domain of Tom22 is required to maintain the stability of the
bulk of GIP complexes. When the membrane anchor of Tom22 was
removed (tom22¢ mitochondria), the GIP complex quantitatively
dissociated and the vast majority of Tom40 was found at the 100K
position (Fig. 4c, lane 5).
To determine whether the 100K complex retained a functional
protein-import site, we arrested 35S-labelled AAC±DHFR across the
outer membrane. The intermediate accumulated at ,450K in wildtype mitochondria (Fig. 4d, lane 1) and at 150K in tom22¢
mitochondria (Fig. 4d, lane 2). The fusion protein is ,50K,
indicating an accumulation in the 400K and 100K complexes,
respectively. The 100K subcomplex therefore forms a functional
import site. The wild-type TOM complex contains about six molecules of Tom40 (ref. 13) and, as suggested by electron micrographic
analysis in N. crassa, up to three import channels24, implying that a
single import channel is formed by a dimer of Tom40. To test
whether the 100K subcomplex ful®lled this prediction, we used
Triton X-100 to release the small TOM proteins from Tom40
(Fig. 4e, lanes 3±5)13. Tom40, now the only component of the
complex, migrated at 80K (Fig. 4e, lane 2). Monomeric Tom40,
obtained after lysis of mitochondria with SDS, migrates at 40K to
45K (not shown). We propose that a dimer of Tom40 present in the
100K subcomplex forms the basic unit of one import channel.
To determine the electrophysiological characteristics of the
translocase channel in tom22¢ outer membranes, we isolated
outer-membrane vesicles from wild-type and tom22¢ mitochondria and analysed them using the planar lipid-bilayer technique12. A
single type of cation channel was observed in both membranes
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(Fig. 5a). We investigated the channel's conductance, selectivity
and sensitivity to the synthetic mitochondrial presequence of
cytochrome oxidase subunit IV (CoxIV). The wild-type channel
revealed a reversal potential (Erev) of +30 mV (PK =PCl 2  4:4 : 1),
its slope conductance was ¤  370 6 5 pS for the main conductance and ¤1  180 6 6 pS for the most frequent subconductant
level (Fig. 5c, left). The channel of tom22¢ outer membranes
revealed similar values: Erev was +29 mV with a slope conductance
of ¤  387 6 6 pS and ¤1  187 6 5 pS for the main conductance
and the most frequent subconductant level, respectively (Fig. 5c,
right). As observed with puri®ed Tom40 (ref. 12), the direct
transitions between the conductance levels and the comparatively
high frequency of the states indicate that they represent distinct
conductance states of a single channel, rather than the coupled
opening of two or more individual channels. In support of this view,
the ratio between the frequency of the main conductance state and
that of the subconductance state did not change signi®cantly
between wild-type and tom22¢ outer membranes. The channels
from both sources were highly sensitive to the presence of the CoxIV
presequence peptide. The peptide strongly increased the frequency
of channel gating (¯ickering) of both the wild-type channel and the
tom22¢ channel (Fig. 5b). This effect was reversible by removal of
the peptide. Thus, the basic properties of the channel are identical
for wild-type outer membranes, tom22¢ outer membranes and
puri®ed Tom40 (ref. 12). However, a difference was observed for the
open probability of the channel: in wild-type outer membranes, the
channel was mainly in the closed state (Fig. 5a, left), whereas the
channel of tom22¢ outer membranes was mainly in the open state
(Fig. 5a, right), resembling that observed with puri®ed Tom40
(ref. 12). We conclude that Tom22 is required to negatively regulate
the open probability of the Tom40 channel.
Our results point to a new principle of organization of a multisubunit preprotein translocase. The multidomain protein Tom22
not only functions as a receptor and trans binding site for preproteins, but it also organizes the interaction between the channel
and receptor subcomplexes at two levels. The following functions
can be assigned to the three domains of Tom22: the cytosolic
domain plays a dual role, speci®cally recognizing preproteins6,8,10
and serving as a docking point for the peripheral receptors Tom20
and Tom70; the intermembrane space domain provides a trans
binding site for presequences7,9; and the single membrane anchor of
Tom22 is crucial for the integrity of the GIP complex. In the absence
of this membrane anchor, the GIP complex dissociates into small
core complexes containing a dimer of Tom40 and the three small
Toms. Such a 100K core complex probably contains a single channel
that retains the basic channel properties but is already open in the
absence of preproteins. In contrast, in the presence of Tom22, the
wild-type GIP complex contains tightly regulated channels (probably three channels24) that open when preproteins are present.
Tom22 apparently represents a component of the machinery that
controls the gate. Tom40 is the only strictly essential protein of the
outer membrane translocase (cells lacking Tom40 were non-viable
with all methods of gene deletion applied14,25 (not shown)) and
forms the basic import core, whereas Tom22 is crucial for the
organization of the core complexes into the large GIP complex, the
interaction with the peripheral receptors, and the ef®cient and
coordinated transfer of preproteins. Tom22 is therefore the central
organizer that converts a simple channel into the complex, dynamic
and ef®ciently coordinated machinery for the recognition and
translocation of preproteins.
M

Methods
Generation and analysis of TOM22-de®cient yeast
A BamHI/SalI fragment containing the TOM22 open reading frame was ligated into the
high-copy vector pFL44 with the MET25 promoter and the CYC1 terminator, yielding the
plasmid BG3036 (URA3, TOM22). This plasmid was transformed into the diploid strain
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OL551 (his3-¢200/his3-¢200 leu2-¢1/leu2-¢1 ura3-52 ura3-52 trp1-¢63=trp1-¢
3 TOM22=tom22::HIS3 rho+) and then sporulated. The resulting haploid strain
(tom22::HIS3) containing BG3036 was plated on medium containing 5-FOA; colonies
growing at 28 8C were tested for the absence of the TOM22 gene and one of them was
designated OL201 (his3-¢200 leu2-¢1 ura3-52 trp1-¢63 tom22 ::HIS3 rho0). The lack of
mitochondrial DNA in OL201 cells was demonstrated by crossing the cells with a rhotester strain and by DAPI and HOECHST staining. The control haploid strain OL223
(his3 ¢200 leu2-¢1 ura3-52 trp1-¢63 rho0) was generated by ethidium bromide
mutagenesis of a TOM22-containing spore of OL551.

In vitro import of preproteins into mitochondria and crosslinking
35
S-labelled precursor proteins were synthesized in rabbit reticulocyte lysate19. The import
assays included isolated yeast mitochondria and buffer (3% (w/v) BSA, 250 mM sucrose,
5 mM MgCl2, 80 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS/KOH, pH 7.2) in the presence of 2±4 mM ATP
and 2±4 mM NADH at 25 8C. Phosphocreatine (10±20 mM) and phosphocreatine kinase
(100±200 mg ml-1) were added to allow ef®cient import into rho0 mitochondria. After the
import reaction, mitochondria were treated with 50 mg ml-1 proteinase K for 15 min at
0 8C (refs 18, 21). The mitochondria were reisolated, washed and separated by SDS±PAGE.
Pretreatment of mitochondria with trypsin or dissipation of the membrane potential was
as described18,19. For crosslinking, 35S-labelled AAC±DHFR was accumulated at the outer
mitochondrial membranes by adding 20 mM methotrexate to the import reaction.
Mitochondria were reisolated and subjected to crosslinking with 0.4 mM EGS before
immunoprecipitation under stringent conditions18.

Blue native electrophoresis and co-precipitation of Tom proteins
Mitochondrial pellets were lysed in 50 ml ice-cold digitonin buffer (1% (w/v) digitonin,
20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM PMSF)
before the addition of sample buffer (5% (w/v) Coomassie brilliant blue G-250, 100 mM
Bis-Tris, pH 7.0, 500 mM 6-aminocaproic acid). Blue native PAGE was performed using a
6±16.5% polyacrylamide gradient gel at 10 8C (ref. 13). For co-precipitation of Tom
proteins from mitochondria, isolated mitochondria (250 mg of protein) were lysed in
0.5% digitonin-containing buffer and incubated with protein A-Sepharose to which
antibodies were covalently coupled18,21,22. After washing in digitonin-containing buffer, the
bound proteins were analysed by SDS±PAGE and immunodecoration. For co-precipitation of puri®ed Tom proteins, the expressed and puri®ed cytosolic domains of Tom20,
Tom22 or Tom70 (100 pmol each)10 were incubated pairwise in 50 mM KCl, 10 mM
MOPS±KOH, pH 7.2, 0.5% BSA for 15 min at 25 8C (200 ml ®nal volume). Aggregated
material was removed by centrifugation for 20 min at 106,000g. The supernatant was
incubated with anti-Tom antibodies coupled to protein A-Sepharose for 1 h at 4 8C. After
two washes with 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS±KOH, pH 7.2, the precipitate was analysed by
SDS±PAGE, immunodecoration and ¯uoroimaging (Fuji).

Electrophysiological measurements
Planar lipid bilayers were made by using the painting technique12,26. After formation of a
stable bilayer (cis chamber, 250 mM KCl, 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM MOPS/Tris, pH 7.0; trans
chamber, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS/Tris, pH 7.0), outer-membrane vesicles were added
to the cis chamber directly below the bilayer. All membrane potentials are referred to the
trans compartment. Under these conditions, the porin channel was closed. The fusion
rates of tom22¢ outer-membrane vesicles with the planar lipid bilayer were signi®cantly
higher than that of wild-type outer-membrane vesicles, supporting the idea of a higher
open probability for the tom22¢ channel.
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The production of red blood cells follows the sequential formation of proerythroblasts and basophilic, polychromatophilic and
orthochromatic erythroblasts, and is promoted by the hormone
erythropoietin (Epo) in response to tissue hypoxia1. However,
little is known about the negative regulation of this process2.
Death receptors are a family of surface molecules that trigger
caspase activation and apoptosis in a variety of cell types3±5. Here
we show that immature erythroid cells express several death
receptors whose ligands are produced by mature erythroblasts.
Exposure of erythroid progenitors to mature erythroblasts or
death-receptor ligands resulted in caspase-mediated degradation
of the transcription factor GATA-1, which is associated with
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5668127). We treated 5 ml log-phase rolling cultures of BCG (absorbance540 = 0.2) in
7H9 broth plus ADC enrichment cells with 25 mCi of 14C-PA-824 at a concentration of
1 mg ml−1. We collected cells and prepared the lysate as above. The lysate was centrifuged
for 10 min at 10,000g and the resulting supernatant evaporated to dryness. We extracted
the residue with 10 ml H2O, and applied 3 ml applied to a normal-phase silica TLC plate.
The plate was developed in 1-butanol:H2O:acetic acid (4:1:1). Radioactivity was recorded
by phosphorimagery.

Compound evaluation in animal infection models
NAP compounds tested in animals were formulated in 10% hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin and 10% lecithins in water at a final concentration of 5 mg ml−1. In mice, all drugs were
administered by oral gavage. Balb-C mice were infected by tail vein injection with 106 CFU
of MTB-lux consisting of strain H37RV containing plasmid vector pMH102, a hygromycin resistant version of pMH30 (ref.11). Mycobacterial burden in mouse organ
homogenates was measured by luminometry using relative light units (RLU) as a surrogate
for CFUs as described11. Drugs were tested in MTB infected guinea pigs essentially as
described24. Outbred Hartley-strain guinea pigs (Charles River Breeding Laboratories)
were infected with 5–10 viable organisms per animal by aerosol with a single-cell
suspension of M. tuberculosis H37Rv (ATCC 27294). Each animal was randomly assigned a
treatment group and sacrifice interval. Drug treatment was initiated 4 weeks postchallenge. PA-824 formulated as described was mixed with an equal volume of commercial
pina colada mix (Mr and Mrs T) to increase palatability, and administered at 40 mg kg−1
per oral (p.o.) once daily. Each animal in the control group received a single dose of 0.5 ml
INH (Isoniazid; Sigma) daily p.o. containing 25 mg kg−1 INH in 50% sucrose (Sigma).
Untreated animals received a single dose of 0.5 ml 50% sucrose daily p.o. as a placebo.
Guinea pigs were killed by the intraperitoneal injection of 1–3 ml of sodium pentobarbital (Sleepaway, Fort Dodge Laboratories) at 8 weeks following respiratory challenge.
The thoracic cavities were opened aseptically and the right lower lobe of the lung was
removed for bacterial culture. Lung tissue was homogenized in sterile Teflon-glass
homogenizers in 4.5 ml of sterile physiological saline. The number of viable MTB
organisms in each organ was determined by inoculating appropriate dilutions onto
duplicate Middlebrook 7H10 agar plates (Remel, Lenexa, KS). The colonies were counted
after 3 weeks incubation at 37 8C. Data were expressed as mean log10 number of viable
organisms per lung lobe. All animal infections and subsequent drug treatments were
performed in a BL3 biohazard facility designed for use with class 3 human pathogens. We
used analysis of variance (general linear model) to test the effects of drug treatment on
tissue bacterial load. When significant treatment effects were indicated, differences
between means were assessed by Duncan’s multiple range test. A 95% confidence level was
set for all tests.
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The Notch genes encode single-pass transmembrane receptors
that transduce the extracellular signals responsible for cell fate
determination during several steps of metazoan development.
The mechanism by which extracellular signals affect gene transcription and ultimately cell fate decisions is beginning to emerge
for the Notch signalling pathway. One paradigm is that ligand
binding to Notch triggers a Presenilin1-dependent proteolytic
release of the Notch intracellular domain from the membrane1,
resulting in low amounts of Notch intracellular domain which
form a nuclear complex with CBF1/Su(H)/Lag1 to activate transcription of downstream targets2. Not all observations clearly
support this processing model, and the most rigorous test of it is
to block processing in vivo and then determine the ability of
unprocessed Notch to signal. Here we report that the phenotypes
associated with a single point mutation at the intramembranous
processing site of Notch1, Val1,744!Gly, resemble the null
Notch1 phenotype3,4. Our results show that efficient intramembranous processing of Notch1 is indispensable for embryonic
viability and proper early embryonic development in vivo.
The plausibility of the processing model has been demonstrated
by biochemical experiments in vitro5–7 and genetic analyses in
Drosophila5,8,9, which show that the Notch intracellular domain
(NICD) gains access to the nucleus in a ligand-dependent
manner. In addition, Presenilin-null mice and nematodes phenocopy animals lacking CBF1/Su(H)/Lag1 (CSL)10–13, suggesting that
the loss of nuclear Notch as a result of abolished Presenilindependent processing is the root cause of the observed phenotypes.
But not all data support this model. In some transgenic flies,
membrane-tethered Notch has a greater efficacy than NICD14; in
addition, truncated versions of tethered Notch can signal in Presenilin-deficient flies15 and cells16. Consequently, either processing
of the Notch protein is not obligate for its function or NICD is
generated by other means in artificial situations (for example,
truncated Notch proteins can be translated from a methionine
within their transmembrane domain17, generating a NICD-like
fragment independent of processing).
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E.S. and R.K., manuscript in preparation). However, ligand-dependent Notch processing is greatly reduced by these point mutations6.
Therefore, in vivo Notch1 should be minimally and ‘inefficiently’
processed and should direct a hypomorphic phenotype if processing
at this site is critical for Notch signalling activity as it is for activated
forms of Notch1 protein in tissue culture6. No phenotype is
expected if intramembranous proteolysis of Notch1 is not required
for signalling.
Using the strategy outlined in Fig. 1, we generated heterozygous
animals carrying two germline mutations: the V1744G mutation in
exon F, and a 42-base pair (bp) pLox site insertion in the intron
separating exons E and F (this allele is designated N1V!Glox; Fig. 1b).
We isolated homozygous embryos from heterozygous crosses of
N1V!Glox/+ mice at gestational day 8.5 (E8.5) until E10.5. The
percentage of homozygous embryos ranged from 20 to 30%,
within the expected mendelian frequency (25%; Table 1). As
reported for two null alleles of Notch1 (N1∆1 and N1in32)3,4,
embryo absorption was detected between E10 and E12, and no
homozygous embryos were recovered past E12. In a total of 12
litters, no homozygous mice were born from heterozygous crosses.
The striking similarity of embryos expressing the processingdeficient Notch1 allele to the Notch1 null embryos is consistent with
the hypothesis that efficient Notch processing is necessary for the
early embryonic developmental aspects of Notch activity. As homozygous N1V!Glox embryos die, these results are consistent with the
hypothesis that efficient processing of Notch 1 is essential for
survival past E10 and suggest that N1V!Glox is a severe hypomorphic
allele. Alternatively, our strategy may have resulted in loss of Notch1
protein expression as a consequence of inserting foreign sequences
(the 42-bp pLox site) into an intron. We prepared RNA from
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To address this issue, we chose a reverse genetic approach,
mutating the codon GTG (valine) to GGG (glycine) at aminoacid position 1,744 in the mouse Notch1 gene. This position is the
site for proteolytic cleavage and is critical for Notch1 intracellular
processing in tissue-culture cells (Fig. 1a)6. In activated Notch1
proteins, processing is not completely abolished in any of the single
amino-acid substitutions that we tested at this time, and activity is
observed when these mutant proteins are overexpressed6 (Fig. 1a;
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Figure 1 Strategy for generating a processing-deficient Notch1 allele. a, Effects of
membrane tether on Notch and the Notch processing mutant V1744G. Western blot
analysis shows a reduction in the amount of NICD produced in cells expressing the
NDEV1744G variant (at 1 mg ml−1) compared with wild-type NDE(inset, middle); however, the
V1744G mutation does not affect signalling in a non-membrane-tethered form of Notch
(NICV1744G), as illustrated by HES–Luciferase reporter activity. b, The V1744G mutation
was inserted into exon F (nomenclature from ref. 28). A floxed neo-selection cassette was
inserted into the intron separating exons E and F in the mutated genomic fragment, and
the resulting construct was used to target the Notch1 processing mutation V1744G into
the Notch1 gene. c, All G418-resistant ES cell clones were analysed by Southern blot to
determine whether the integration was homologous. Genomic DNA was cut with
EcoRI/KpnI and probed with a region of exon J. The expected fragments and the probe are
as indicated in b. d, Homologous recombination was also verified by DNA amplification
with a primer exterior to the targeting vector (A) and a neo primer (C). Primers A, B and C
are indicated in b. e, The presence of the processing mutation was verified by sequencing
genomic ES cell DNA. The N1V!Glox/+ animals were genotyped by PCR of the intron
containing the loxP site insertion. f, A PCR reaction distinguishing all three genotypes
resulting from a cross of N1V!Glox/+ animals is shown.
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Figure 2 The targeted Notch1 allele containing the V1744G mutation is both transcribed
and translated. a, Example of RT–PCR of E10.5 N1V!G/N1V!G animals. Lane 2, RNA
without RT. Lane 3, RNA with RT, producing a cDNA product of 240 bp and a gDNA
product of 440 bp. b, Sequence of a homozygous N1V!G embryo from the product shown
by asterisk in a. c, Western blot of protein extracted from E9.5 animals (genotypes
indicated) detecting Notch1 protein with anti-mN1A. Arrows indicate the position of fulllength (FL) and transmembrane-tethered carboxy-terminal product of the furin cleavage
containing the intracellular domain (TMIC) of Notch1 protein. d, The same western blot
stripped and re-analysed with anti-b-catenin showing protein in all lanes.
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homozygous N1V!G/N1V!G embryos at E10.5, and carried out
reverse transcription using primers within exon F and exon G, to
distinguish between amplification of genomic DNA and complementary DNA generated from messenger RNA or heteronuclear
RNA (hnRNA) (Fig. 2a). Sequencing the amplified messenger RNA
product (Fig. 2a, asterisk) confirmed that embryos homozygous for
the Notch1 intracellular processing mutation produced mRNA
coding for glycine at position 1,744 (glycine, GGG, instead of
valine, GTG; Fig. 2b). If most of the embryonic mRNA lacks exon
F owing to aberrant splicing at the E/F junction, we would expect
little if any Notch1 protein to be translated owing to frameshifts.
To demonstrate that Notch1 protein is efficiently translated in
N1V!Glox/N1V!Glox embryos, equivalent amounts of total protein (as
determined by b-catenin immunodetection, Fig. 2d) were analysed
by western blot using an antibody raised against the CDC-NCR
region of Notch1 (Fig. 2c). Comparable amounts of mature Notch1
protein are present in both the processing-deficient embryos and
their heterozygous and wild-type littermates. Notch1 protein is
not detected in N1∆1 homozygous embryos, demonstrating the
specificity of this antibody to Notch1, as homozygous null embryos
do express Notch2 (ref. 4). Thus, we conclude that the targeted
Notch1 intracellular processing-deficient allele is both transcribed
and translated with similar efficiency to the wild-type allele.
Production of a processing-deficient Notch1 mutant protein even
at wild-type levels is therefore functionally analogous to a Notch1
protein null in regard to viability.
A comparison between homozygous N1V!Glox and N1∆1 null
embryos3 might identify developmental decisions either that are
independent of Notch1 processing or that can occur with inefficient
Notch1 processing. We compared the phenotypes of N1∆1and
N1V!Glox at E10.5 to determine whether embryos lacking Notch1
protein display developmental abnormalities not observed in the
processing-deficient embryos (Fig. 3a–c). Morphological comparison revealed that N1∆1 null and N1V!Glox embryos are almost
indistinguishable. The development of Notch1 mutant embryos is
retarded as compared with their heterozygous and wild-type littermates. N1V!Glox embryos at E9.5 form 19–23 somites compared
with 22–26 for their heterozygous and wild-type littermates. The
N1∆1embryos are even more delayed, forming only 14–18 somites
by E9.5. Another prominent phenotype is a distended pericardial
sac in both N1∆1 and N1V!Glox embryos, but both develop a beating
heart. Embryos of both genotypes form morphologically normal
forelimb buds, and otic and optic vesicles.
A new phenotype, which may contribute to embryonic lethality,
was described for Notch1 null embryos in the C57Bl6/J congenic
background (ref. 18; and T. Gridley, personal communication).
These embryos have severe defects in angiogenic vascular remodelling in the yolk sac at E9.5 (ref. 18). A similar yolk-sac defect is
observed in embryos lacking all Presenilin activity11. In all N1V!Glox

Table 1 The number of homozygous N1V!Glox embryos at embryonic day 8.5
to birth
V!Glox/+ × V!Glox/
+

+/+

V!Glox/+

V!Glox/V!Glox

.............................................................................................................................................................................

E8.5
Expected

7 (28%)
6 (25%)

13 (52%)
13 (50%)

5 (20%)
6 (25%)

E9.5
Expected

40 (24%)
42 (25%)

77 (46%)
83 (50%)

50 (30%)
42 (25%)

10.5
Expected

22 (29%)
19 (25%)

38 (50%)
38 (50%)

16 (21%)
19 (25%)

E12.5
Expected
At birth
Expected

5 (36%)
3.5 (25%)
37 (37%)
25 (25%)

5 (36%)
7 (50%)
64 (63%)
51 (50%)

4 (28%)*
3.5 (25%)
0
25 (25%)

.............................................................................................................................................................................
The percentage of each genotype is shown with the expected numbers of each genotypic class
given in parentheses. E designates embryonic day.
* Absorbed embryos.
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Figure 3 Overall morphological phenotypes of the following genotypes: a, N1∆1 =þ;
b, N1∆1 =N1∆1 (Notch1 null); c,e, N1V !Glox =N1V !Glox ; d, N1V !Glox =þ. Extra-embryonic
tissue was used to genotype each embryo. Arrows point to the variable deficit in posterior
development (b and c) and the expanded pericardial sac at E10.5. N1V!Glox/N1V!Glox
embryos show a lack of vascular morphogenesis18 at E9.5 (e) compared with their
heterozygous litter mate (d).

embryos that we examined, the yolk sac displays similar defects to
those described for Notch1 null (N1in32)18 and the Presenilin double
mutant11 embryos (Fig. 3e).
We performed whole-mount in situ mRNA hybridization to
ascertain whether there are any other detectable phenotypic differences between N1V!Glox and N1∆1 embryos. The myotome and the
sclerotome lineages (as detected by myogenin, Fig. 4c and data not
shown; and Uncx4.1, Fig. 4a, b, d–g) are formed in the N1V!Glox as in
the N1∆1 embryos3. Somitogenesis is not completely disrupted in
N1∆1, but rather the consistent metameric repeated pattern is poorly
maintained. Uncx4.1, whose expression reflects this metameric
pattern in the caudal compartment of the sclerotome19, further
illustrates this point (Fig. 4a, b, d–g). Disruptions in size and
bilateral symmetry of the somites are observed in N1∆1 null embryos
(Fig. 4a, b). The anterior somite phenotype of the N1V!Glox embryos
shows similar disruptions in the metameric pattern (Fig. 4c), but at
lower penetrance than in the N1∆1. No irregularities in somite size
were detected in the posterior region of the 22 N1V!Glox embryos
that we analysed (Fig. 4e, f). Neural tube kinks are observed in the
N1∆1 embryos, extending posterior to the forelimb (Fig. 4a).
Whereas only 1 out of 23 wild-type embryos displayed similar
kinks in the anterior region, 14 out of 22 N1V!Glox embryos
displayed neural tube kinks anterior to the forelimb (Fig. 4c, g).
No neural tube defects are seen posterior to the forelimb (Fig. 4e, f).
Thus, in the anterior region of both mutant Notch1 alleles, the
phenotype is comparable albeit at lower penetrance.
Alteration in ligand expression is detected in N1∆1 embryos.
Delta1 is expressed in the presomitic mesoderm, the caudal half of
each somite, the forebrain and the neuroepithelium of the presumptive midbrain region, and in isolated cells in the neural tube20.
In E8.5 embryos, Delta1 expression in all Notch1 alleles is almost
indistinguishable from wild type (Fig. 5a–c); however, as shown
previously21, Delta1 expression is upregulated in the neural tube in
E8.5 N1∆1 embryos (Fig. 5c), although to a lesser extent than
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Figure 5 In situ hybridization of Delta1 (Dl1). a–c, E8.5; d–f, E9.5. The embryos are wild
type (a, d), N1V!Glox/N1V!Glox (b, e ,f) and N1∆1 =N1∆1 (c). Arrows point to Dl1 expression
in the neural tube. Note the difference in the level of Dl1 expression between the anterior
and posterior views of the N1V!Glox/N1V!Glox embryo (f).
Figure 4 In situ hybridization analysis of E9.5 animals. Genotypes: a,b, N1∆1 =N1∆1 ;
c, e–g, N1V !Glox =N1V !Glox ; d, wild type. All panels show hybridizations with an Uncx4.1
RNA probe was used except in c where a myogenein RNA probe was used. Compare the
posterior view of somitogenesis (a,b,d–f). A disturbance in patterning of anterior somites
(indicated by the lines) is shown in c. Neural tube kinks in the anterior of N1V!Glox/N1V!Glox
embryos are shown in c and g; no neural tube kinks are detected in the posterior of
N1V!Glox/N1V!Glox embryos (e,f), but kinks are visible in the posterior region of N1∆1 =N1;∆1
embryos (a).

in CSLRBPjk null embryos or Presenilin1/Presenilin2 double homozygotes10. We find similar Delta1 upregulation in E9.5 N1V!Glox
embryos in anterior regions (Fig. 5f, inset). As in somitogenesis,
the posterior effect is less pronounced (Fig. 5e, f). Therefore, a
processing-defective Notch1 receptor has a similar effect on Delta1
expression in the anterior region as observed in a Notch1 null
background21. We conclude that the overall phenotypes of N1V!Glox
and N1∆1 null are qualitatively equivalent, with some quantitative
differences depending on the region analysed.
Why is there a difference between anterior and posterior regions
in the N1V!Glox embryos? In the posterior region, where Notch1
expression is the highest in the embryo22, inefficient proteolysis may
still produce NICD above threshold levels (Fig. 1a)6, resulting in
restoration of normal morphology. We attempted to determine to
what extent Notch1 is processed in the posterior of homozygous
N1V!Glox embryos. Because our V1744G point mutation results in a
ninefold reduction in Notch1 processing (Fig. 1a), we reasoned that
10 wild-type embryos will represent 100 mutant embryos, the upper
limit of what we can produce and process. Although we have been
able to enrich for NICD efficiently by immunoprecipitation with a
CSL antibody (provided by R. Aguilera) from 293T cells transfected
with a membrane-tethered, truncated, active Notch1 (NDE)17, we
have been unsuccessful in using the same strategy to purify NICD
from pools of 10 wild-type E9.5 embryos. This result may reflect the
small number of cells in which Notch has been activated at any given
time, the short half-life of NICD in vivo23, or a combination of both.
This finding is also consistent with the observation that very low
nuclear concentrations of Notch1 are sufficient for productive
signalling6. Our failure to detect NICD in wild-type embryos
therefore leaves the hypothesis offered above as the most likely,
but unproved, explanation for improved posterior development in
N1V!Glox embryos.
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In conclusion, our data show unequivocally that efficient Notch1
intracellular processing is required for viability and proper formation of yolk-sac vasculature in the mouse embryo. A processingindependent Notch1 signalling event would be predicted to function in a manner indistinguishable from that of wild-type Notch.
Our analysis of mice expressing the processing-deficient Notch1
allele revealed that all the phenotypes described in the null genotypes were qualitatively reproduced. However, quantitative differences were described: the null-like phenotype in the anterior occurs
at lower penetrance. The quantitative differences that we observe in
the regions of high Notch1 expression may reflect either residual
processing observed in V1744G mutants, or proteolysis-independent
Notch1 signalling acting at the posterior but not the anterior of the
embryo. The latter possibility is unlikely given that no fundamental
differences between anterior and posterior somitogenesis are known
to exist. Collectively, our data establish the processing-deficient
allele as a strong hypomorph of Notch1. It remains to be determined
whether late functions of Notch1 also depend on efficient cleavage
M
at V1744.

Methods
Gene targeting Notch1 intracellular processing mutation
Genomic clones containing exon D up to exon J of Notch1 were isolated from a library
made by R.K. The library was constructed as a Sau3AI partial, cloned into lambda DASH
(Stratagene) using BamHI. The library was probed with the ankyrin region of Notch1. A
clone of roughly 10 kilobases was subcloned into BlueScript. We generated a subclone
spanning the region from exon D to J into which we inserted a neo-selection cassette
disrupting the StuI site in the intron between exon E and F. The processing mutation was
cloned into this vector in two steps (details available upon request). The vector was
linearized with SalI and electroporated into RW4 embryonic stem cells (T. Ley;
ηhttp:kmedicine.wustl.edu/,escore/ι). Correctly targeted clones were verified by Southern
blot analysis using an external probe from exon J and by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
with a primer located 59 outside of the targeting vector ([A]exon C, 59-CGG CCG GCT
GCC TCT TTG-39, and [C]Neo, 59-TCG CCT TCT ATC GCC TTC TTG-39). Embryonic
stem (ES) cell clones 44 and 93 were injected into C57Bl6/J blastocysts (Jackson
Laboratory) to obtain germline transmission.
Heterozygous animals transmitting the targeted allele, as verified through PCR, were
sequenced to confirm that the targeted allele contained the processing mutation using
primers Motch 33, 59-CAG AGA TCT CTG CAC CTC ATG TAC GTG-39, and Motch 49,
59-CGA ACT AGT CTC TGA CAC TTT GAA ACC-39. Embryos containing the neoselection cassette from both ES cell clones (44 and 93) were initially analysed and displayed
identical phenotypes. In these animals, the neo-expression cassette inserted in reverse
orientation to the Notch transcript encodes a cryptic splice acceptor site, which can
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strongly reduce the amount of RNA produced from the targeted allele24. To confine the
analysis to the effects of reduced Notch1 processing, we mated N1V!G/+ mice with mice
containing cre-recombinase under the control of the b-actin promoter25 (provided by
G. Martin), generating a second line of mice, in an out-bred background, in which the neoselection cassette was excised (V!Gloxchromosome; derived from ES cell line 93). These
animals were identified by the 42-bp EcoRI footprint that remained. This allele is
designated as Notch1tm1Kop.

Transfection, reporter gene assays and co-precipitations
These were done as described6.

Analysis of mutant embryos
Embryos were genotyped by PCR of yolk-sac DNA using the following primer sets:
EintF59, 59-TGG CGG GTC ACA GGC AGG CGG TCT C-39, and Neo, 59-TCG CCT TCT
ATC GCC TTC TTG-39, which amplifies a 412-bp fragment in the processing mutant allele
(N1V!G); EintF59 and EintF39, 59-AAG GAT TTA GGG GGA TTT TCA AGA TAC AA-39,
which amplifies a 340-bp fragment wild-type allele, and a 382-bp fragment in the neoexcised processing mutant allele (N1V!Glox). In situ mRNA hybridization was performed as
described26. The probes used for hybridization were Uncx4.1 (ref. 19), myogenin (provided
by M. J. Thayer) and Delta1 (provided by D. Henrique). Whole-mount immunohistochemistry was done as described3.

RT–PCR
RNA was isolated from 10.5 day N1V!G embryos using TRIzol Reagent (Gibco BRL).
Reverse transcription was carried out using an Enhanced Avian RT–PCR kit (Sigma) and
primers within exon F (Motch33) and exon G (Motch94, 59-CCA CTC GTT CTG ATT
GTC GTC CAT-39). The cDNA amplifies a fragment of 240 bp and the hnRNA and
genomic DNA amplifies a fragment of 440 bp. The 240-bp fragment was gel purified and
sequenced using Motch 33 and Big Dye cycle sequencing (Nucleic Acid Chemistry).
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The mN1A mouse IgG1 monoclonal antibody, generated against the cdc10-NCR region of
mNotch1 (mN1-ICDOP), was produced using standard methods of immunization and
hybridoma production. mN1-ICDOP cDNA was cloned into pGEX-5X (Promega),
expressed as a GST fusion protein, and affinity-purified protein was used27 to immunize
mice. Splenocytes from animals producing mN1-specific antibodies were fused to SP2/0
cells and resulting hybridomas screened by ELISA for anti-mN1 secretion. Individual
hybridoma clones were injected IP into syngeneic mice, and purified antibody was
obtained by Protein A–Sepharose affinity chromatography of the ascites fluids produced.
A detailed description will be published elsewhere (L.M. et al. in preparation).
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An extracellular activator of the
Drosophila JAK/STAT pathway is a
sex-determination signal element
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Metazoans use diverse and rapidly evolving mechanisms to
determine sex. In Drosophila melanogaster an X-chromosomecounting mechanism determines the sex of an individual by
regulating the master switch gene, Sex-lethal (Sxl)1. The X-chromosome dose is communicated to Sxl by a set of X-linked signal
elements (XSEs), which activate transcription of Sxl through its
‘establishment’ promoter, SxlPe. Here we describe a new XSE
called sisterlessC (sisC) whose mode of action differs from that
of previously characterized XSEs, all of which encode transcription factors that activate SxlPe directly. In contrast, sisC encodes a
secreted ligand for the Drosophila Janus kinase (JAK) and ‘signal
transducer and activator of transcription’ (STAT) signal transduction pathway and is allelic to outstretched (os, also called
unpaired). We conclude that sisC works indirectly on Sxl through
this signalling pathway because mutations in sisC or in the genes
encoding Drosophila JAK or STAT reduce expression of SxlPe
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